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Sesquipedalian Compounds 
 
Note the characteristics of the solved example and 
use that understanding to solve the rest of the 
puzzles.  
 

tomb rock = gravestone 
ocular sphere = e_ _b_ _ _ 

equine footwear = h_ _ _ _s_ _ _ 
recreation companion = p_ _ _m_ _ _ 

pharmaceutical emporium = d_ _ _s_ _ _ _ 
gibbous posterior = h_ _ _b_ _ _ 

autonomic cogitator = f_ _ _t_ _ _ _ _ _ 
adamantine xylem = h_ _ _w_ _ _ 
consanguineal people = k_ _f_ _ _ 

pungent muroid = m_ _ _r_ _ 
ovine integument = s_ _ _ _s_ _ _ 

Formicidaen hummock = a_ _h_ _ _ 
 

Build a Word 
Here is a challenge for you. What is the longest 
word you can come up with based on the following 
rule? The first letter alone must be a word in itself, 
the first two letters alone must be a word in itself, 
the first three letters alone must be a word in itself, 
and so on. 
 

The Alphabet People 
The alphabet people like numbers but their numbers 
look a bit different from ours. From prior research 
you know that 'A' equals our number 0, 'Z' equals 
our number 25, and 'QAB' equals our number 
10,817. What does 'ZZA' equal? 

ISSUE #2 

ISSUE #1 
Dates & Locations 

 
Describe the events that occurred at the following 
dates and locations. Place names are current - not 
historical. 
 
July 4, 1776, Pennsylvania 
Dec. 7, 1941, Oahu 
Oct. 12, 1492, Bahamas 
July 20, 1969, Sea of Tranquility 
Nov. 22, 1963, Texas 
Dec. 17, 1903, North Carolina 
Jan. 28, 1986, near Florida 
Apr. 15, 1912, Atlantic Ocean 
June 18, 1815, Belgium 
 

Mischievous Logic Puzzles 
 
1. If all donkeys are green and Red is a donkey, 
what color is red? What color is Red? 
2. If all Martians are green and Johnny is green, is 
Johnny a Martian? 
3. The next sentence is a lie. The previous sentence 
is true. How many true sentences are there? 
4. If “apples” would have the value of 1, “and” 
would have the value of “apples and oranges”, and 
“oranges” would have the value of “apples + 1”, 
then what would be the value of “apples and 
oranges”? 
5. If a single number is chosen at random from the 
set of all numbers greater than zero, what are the 
odds of picking a number small enough that you can 
write it on a 289 square mile piece of paper? 
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ISSUE #4 
Geometric Guestimations 

If a man were to offer you, as payment for a task, the following terms: On day one I will 
give you 1 penny and everyday thereafter I will give you twice what I gave you the day 
before, approximately how much would you get on the thirtieth day? A) $235, B) $7600, 
C) $175000, D) $5.4 million, E) $132 million, F) $3.45 billion, 

A stack of quarters reaching the moon would be worth approximately how much? A) 
$1,870,000 B) $18,320,000 C) $654 million D) $56 billion, E) $95 trillion 

Imagine holding a metal bar, 4 inches long, a foot in front of your face. If you close one 
eye, at what distance must a bar, 4 feet long, be in order to appear the same length? A) 6 
feet, B) 12 feet, C) 24 feet, D) 48 feet, E) 96 feet, F) 192 feet 

Imagine a very tall tower here in Sarasota. How far up this tower would you have to climb 
in order to see the top of the Willis (Sears) Tower in Chicago over the curvature of the 
Earth? Assume that it's a very clear day and you have as big a telescope as you need to see 
that far. A) 1600 feet, B)2500 feet, C) 1.3 miles, D) 13 miles, E) 56 miles, F) 125 miles 

It takes 12 lines to draw a single cube on a piece of paper. It takes 27 lines to draw a 2 x 2 
x 2 cube (a cube made up of 8 smaller cubes). How many lines would it take to draw a 100 
x 100 x 100 cube? A) 363, B) 3089 C) 30603, D) 50709, F) 100896 

After you have given the above questions your best guess, give yourself a challenge, grab a 
pencil and paper, and work out the actual solutions before looking at the given answers. 
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Physics Puzzles 

See if you can answer these physics (the science of matter and energy) 
puzzles and then see if you can figure out why your answer is correct or 
incorrect. 

1) When a moving car brakes hard does its nose rise or dip? 

2) Of a solid sphere and a solid cylinder, both having the same mass and the 
same radius, which will win a race down a ramp? 

3) In your left hand you have a bullet, in your right hand you have a 
handgun that shoots an identical bullet. You hold both bullets at equal 
height from the ground. If you drop the one in your left hand at the same 
time you shoot the other one in a direction parallel to the ground, which 
bullet will hit the ground first? 

4) If you are inside a semi-trailer that is traveling a constant 50 mph when 
you drop a ball, will the ball land directly below the point it was dropped or 
will it land a short distance towards the back of the trailer (i.e. will the 
trailer drive out from under it)? 

5) In an airplane a heavy weight is securely hung from a scale. The scale is 
attached to the plane and reads “100 lbs.” The plane hits a rough patch and 
the scale with the weight still hanging from it, fall out the door. Halfway 
down, what will the scale be showing? 

6) There exists you, a spaceship, a cannon, and a ball. You are floating in 
outer space. The ball is in the cannon. The cannon is attached to the 
spaceship and pointed to the back. When the cannon is fired, the ball leaves 
the muzzle at exactly 1000 mph. The spaceship is flying at a constant 1000 
mph and it is flying almost directly towards you. At the moment it passes by 
you, the cannon fires. From your perspective, will the ball zip away at 1000 
mph or will it float serenely in space beside you? 

ISSUE #5 


